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Ballet music for piano

This collection, the third of a trilogy (the others being “A Night at the Opera” and “The Piano at
the Carnival”) owes its inception to a welcome commission from pianophile and ex-ballet
dancer Geoffrey Walters to make piano transcriptions of four pas de deux from Russian ballets. 
In classical ballet the pas de deux is typically a four-part set piece involving two principals, one 
male and one female; the first and last sections involve both partners, while the second and 
third are “variations” that demonstrate the skills of each dancer in turn. My brief was to 
recreate, in terms of the piano, the imperial grandeur of the golden age of Russian ballet; in 
attempting to do so I have aimed to retain the richness of texture of the orchestral originals, 
and there is an occasional short pianistic cadenza.

Without a doubt Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s (1840-1893) three ballets – Swan Lake (Le Lac des 
cygnes), The Sleeping Beauty (La Belle au bois dormant) and Nutcracker (Casse-noisette) – 
constitute the summit of the genre in the nineteenth-century, not merely in Russia but 
anywhere in the world. Nowadays probably the most frequently staged of all ballets,
Nutcracker nevertheless caused its notoriously insecure composer grave doubts during its
composition in 1891-2. In Alexandre Dumas père’s version of author (and composer) E.T.A. 
Hoffmann’s fable “The Nutcracker and the Mouse King”, Marie (Clara in the ballet) dreams that 
she saves her favourite Christmas present, a nutcracker, which of course has come alive, from 
being slain in a midnight battle by the evil king of the mice. The nutcracker, now transformed 
into a handsome prince, in gratitude whisks her off to the magical Land of Sweets, presided 
over by the Sugar Plum Fairy. It was first staged by the great Marius Petipa in St. Petersburg in 
1892, the choreography probably being shared by himself and his assistant Lev Ivanov. The 
concluding pas de deux [1-4] is danced by the Sugar Plum Fairy and the Prince. The first 
section, Adage (Adagio) [1], magnificent in its scale and its all-embracing melody, reaches a 
thrilling climax. The third [3], danced by the Sugar Plum Fairy, famously features the tinkly 
celesta.

Geoffrey Walters writes: “The climax to Act III of Casse-noisette is indeed the pas de deux of the



Ballerina and her Cavalier. Perhaps what makes it so special is its truly jewelled musical
setting, one of Tchaikovsky’s most exhilarating moments in classical dance presentation. The
opening Adage [the French translationof adagio], which sweeps all before it in its descending
melodic outline, surely conjures up the true spirit of the Russian imperial ballet in all its glory – 
indeed it is so commanding that this movement alone is often wrongly taken to be the entire 
pas de deux. For a complete realisation of its incomparable beauty virtuoso dancers are,
naturally, required. Of many partnerships, for this writer none has eclipsed Tamara
Toumanova and Andre Eglevsky in the Grand Ballet of the Marquis de Cuevas (alas no longer in
existence) in their 1940 and 1950 seasons, truly breathtaking on all counts.”

Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826) was perhaps the brightest beacon lighting the way towards 
the German romantic movement in the field of music, especially through the influence of his 
operas. His delightful piano piece Aufförderung zum Tanz (Invitation to the Dance) [5] was
written in 1819 for his wife Caroline, to whom he gave a charming programme for the 
introduction (moderato grazioso). Each phrase of the music can easily be recognized from the 
description, here slightly paraphrased: “The male dancer makes his approach – the lady replies 
noncommittally; he presses his attentions more urgently – now the lady is more acquiescent. 
He begins a conversation – she responds; he becomes more outgoing – she feels a growing 
rapport. He requests the honour of the dance – she replies in the affirmative; the couple step 
out together and await the beginning of the dance.” The formalities concluded, there follows a 
swirling waltz, during which Weber “zooms in” on the protagonists, even eavesdropping on 
their conversation at 3’48”. The dance ends joyfully (frequently provoking premature applause 
in performance), after which, at 8’37”, the gentleman courteously escorts the lady back to her
seat. Weber’s piece may be viewed as the precursor of Chopin’s great series of concert waltzes 
(see track 31).

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), the brilliantly original French composer, became France’s most 
fervent advocate of Weber’s music in the 1820s and, to his great regret, narrowly missed 
meeting him at the opera in Paris in February 1826. He related that people told him, “Weber
has just crossed the foyer,” “he’s gone into the hall,” and “he’s in the first row of boxes,” but he
still failed to spot him. For the 1841 Paris production of Weber’s opera Der Freischütz Berlioz
took it upon himself to write recitatives to replace spoken dialogue and also orchestrated 
Invitation to the Dance to provide a ballet divertissement in the last act. This orchestrated 
version became a ballet in its own right in 1911 when Michel Fokine of the Ballets Russes



choreographed it for Vaslav Nijinsky and Tamara Karsavina as Le Spectre de la rose, after a 
poem by Théophile Gautier, which Berlioz had himself set as one of the songs in his cycle Les 
Nuits d’été. After her first ball, a debutante dreams that she is dancing with the rose that she 
had worn.

Manuel de Falla (1876-1946) was the last of the triumvirate of Spanish composers largely 
responsible for the flowering of Spanish music in the early twentieth century, the others being 
Isaac Albéniz (1860-1909) and Enrique Granados (1867-1916). In 1914-15 Falla worked 
enthusiastically on a new work, El amor brujo (Love the Magician), which was commissioned
by the famous female Andalusian Gypsy dancer and singer Pastora Imperio. To achieve the 
authentic idiom for the piece, Falla received much coaching in Gypsy dance forms and folklore 
– which he had already studied – from Pastora’s mother, also a fine dancer. The resulting work, 
originally a hybrid that included dialogue, met with mixed fortunes, but it later 
metamorphosed into a ballet and became one of Falla’s most popular works, one with true 
Gypsy colour in which, astonishingly, he claimed to have used no existing folk tunes.

In the story, based on Gypsy superstition, the ghost of a dead former lover haunts the beautiful 
Candelas, destroying any hope of happiness with her new suitor, Carmelo, but he cleverly 
employs a pretty young girl to seduce the apparition, which succumbs and leaves the lovers in 
peace. The Ritual Fire Dance (to ward off the evil spirits) [6], danced by Candelas, soon 
became a firm favourite. The great Polish pianist Artur (or Arthur) Rubinstein, a friend of Falla, 
was captivated by it and made his own arrangement for piano, which became a trusty encore,
but, to be truthful, despite a certain excitement, it devalues the original, being predominantly 
loud and far too fast. The present version, published without an arranger’s name and therefore 
presumably by the composer, is faithful to the score, being precise in its tempo marking, 
thereby retaining the sinister atmosphere right up to the frenzied coda.

Ludwig (Léon, born Aloysius) Minkus (1826-1917) was born in Vienna of Jewish origin. He
was a child prodigy on the violin, but later took to conducting and directing. In 1853 he
emigrated to St. Petersburg to accept the conductorship of the orchestra of Prince Nikolai 
Yusupov (whose grandson was to be involved in the murder of Rasputin in 1916), but two
years later he moved to Moscow, where he held several important posts, including conductor
of the Bolshoi Ballet. In 1869, several years before Tchaikovsky wrote his first ballet, Swan 
Lake, Petipa staged Minkus’ Don Quixote, vaguely based on Cervantes’ tale, which had
tremendous success. When presented – revised and expanded – in St. Petersburg in 1871, it led



to Minkus’ appointment as Ballet Composer of the St. Petersburg Imperial Theatres and to a 
prolific ongoing collaboration with Petipa. Don Quixote is still in the repertory of numerous 
ballet companies. Minkus returned to Vienna in 1891, receiving a pension from Imperial 
Russia; that, however, ended with the Revolution and he died there in penury at the age of 
ninety-one. With his genius and vision Tchaikovsky was of course to realise the full potential of 
Russian ballet, but it would be churlish to dismiss Minkus’ contributions, which obviously “hit
the spot” when they appeared and which offer attractive melodies and foot-tapping rhythms, 
especially in the Spanish-flavoured score for Don Quixote. In my arrangement I took into 
account some embellishments and altered harmonies incorporated in the score by the late 
John Lanchbery.

Geoffrey Walters writes: “The Grand pas de deux [7-10] from Petipa’s ballet Don Quixote is an 
ageless exhibition of choreographic fireworks, dazzling in its bravura and an overpowering 
example of the classical dance at its finest. Petipa exploits every type of showy step, building to 
a veritable explosion of technique. Though some may criticise such a display as more fit for the 
circus, when danced by two artists with ease and scintillating élan it disarms criticism. The 
music itself, once derided as being too facile, is perfectly suited to its purpose: it gives off 
sparks in abundance and is the perfect showcase for the classical dance.”

Virtually all of the small quantity of ballet music known to have been written by Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) was associated with operas, mostly his own, of which he
composed more than twenty; around five operas were already behind him when he wrote
Ascanio in Alba at the age of just fifteen. The Archduke Ferdinand of Austria commissioned 
this festa teatrale from the Austrian teenage prodigy for his wedding celebration in Milan, and 
the allegorical tale, devised by the librettist Parini to flatter the royal couple, concerned the 
idealised wedding of Ascanio, the son of Aeneas, to Sylvia, a nymph. Between the two acts was 
a ballet, to be performed as the city of Alba is brought into existence as if by magic.

The bass lines of eight orchestral pieces, which can be linked by circumstantial evidence with
the ballet in Ascanio, survive, but not in Mozart’s own hand. There also exist nine pieces for 
solo piano [11-19] containing features in common with the orchestral remnants; the bass lines 
of two of them – the fourth [14], a stately minuet in E flat major, and the fifth, a gavotte in B flat 
major [15] – correspond almost identically with the second and third orchestral fragments. In 
Bärenreiter’s authoritative New Edition of Mozart’s Complete Works, dated 1982, the 
commentator, Wolfgang Plath, referring to an article he had written in 1964, is confident that



these piano pieces constitute an arrangement of the definitive long-lost Ascanio ballet music, 
despite the lack of available corroboration; indeed, such an arrangement might well have been 
made for dance rehearsal purposes. Most of the pieces are short and the prevailing impression 
is of decidedly “light” music, in part a pastiche of antiquated styles. The textures are rather
spare but the melodies full of charm. The more substantial finale [19] seems to imply 
ceremonial brass instruments.

The black American pianist-composer Scott Joplin (1867 or 1868-1917) was born in Texas to a 
father who was a former slave but, the family being musical, he received free piano lessons 
from a German immigrant, Julius Weiss, and assiduously studied the theory of music. Of his 
many compositions for piano, mainly rags, the one that made his name was Maple Leaf Rag, 
published in 1899. He travelled widely, achieved great celebrity and became known as the King 
of Ragtime, but his posthumous rise to “respectability” is in no small part attributable to the 
academic, Joshua Rifkin, who as a pianist recorded LPs of his music in the 1970s. Joplin himself 
had aspirations as a “serious” composer: he wrote two operas (in the rag idiom), but
the former was lost and the lack of success of the second, Treemonisha, about a young black
“heroine of the spirit [who] leads her people from superstition and darkness to salvation and 
enlightenment” (according to Elise Kirk), contributed to his decline and early death. He even 
essayed a symphony in the same style.

Joplin possessed a fine gift for melody and a sophisticated harmonic language. He wrote the 
instruction “not fast” on many of his piano rags (not only the “slow drags”), and Elite
Syncopations [20] is no exception: dating from 1902, it begins with a chirpy four-bar 
introduction leading to section “A”, episode “B” and a return to section “A”, all in F major. There 
follows an excursion into B flat major, ostensibly for a second episode – section “C”, which 
would herald a final return to section “A” in the home key, but Joplin confounds this 
expectation, ending in the new key with energetic syncopations without restating section “A”. 
The piece featured in the eponymous ballet created by Kenneth MacMillan for the Royal Ballet 
in London in 1974; in this light-hearted affair, rags by Joplin and others were played on stage 
by a ragtime band to accompany a sequence of display dances.

Swan Lake, the first of Tchaikovsky’s trio of great ballets, was composed in 1875-6 and 
premièred at Moscow’s Bolshoi Ballet in 1877, choreographed by the Czech Julius (Vaclav)
Reisinger; it was revived two years after Tchaikovsky’s death in St. Petersburg by Petipa and
Ivanov. The scenario, a mélange of legends of different sources, involves beautiful ladies



transmogrified into swans by evil sorcery, a virile young prince, imposture, and redemption by 
true love. The “Black Swan pas de deux” from act III [21-24], is danced by the hero, Prince 
Siegfried, with the imposter Odile, whom he thinks to be his true love, Odette. (See tracks 27- 
30.)

Geoffrey Walters writes: “The climax to Act III of Swan Lake is this pas de deux, a tour de force 
ideally suited to those dancers of forceful technique and supreme confidence who can 
invariably evoke gasps of amazement whenever they perform it, whether in or out of context. 
When brought off in this manner it worthily summons up the imperial qualities to be found in 
the nineteenth-century Russian ballet.”

Léo Delibes (1836-1891), as well as being a prolific composer of operas and operettas, was the
greatest French ballet composer of the nineteenth-century. His most famous ballets are
Coppélia and Sylvia, of which latter Tchaikovsky generously wrote, “what a wealth of melody! It
brought me to shame for, had I known of this music, I would never have written Swan Lake.” In 
1866, never having written a ballet, Delibes was asked to collaborate with Minkus in an 
“oriental” piece entitled La Source (The Spring), which was choreographed by Arthur Saint- 
Léon, the Maître de Ballet of the St. Petersburg Imperial Ballet. It met with great success, 
particularly Delibes’ contribution, when premièred in Paris; later in Vienna, the title became 
Naila, die Quellenfee (Naila, the Nymph of the Spring, or Water Nymph). Delibes found another 
use for his gracefully melodious Waltz [25] in 1867 by adapting it for the “Pas des fleurs” 
inserted into the ballet Le Corsaire, which had been written by his teacher Adolphe Adam in 
1856, the year of his death, and was now being presented in honour of the Exposition 
universelle in Paris; later on, the “Pas des fleurs” was expanded into “Le Jardin animé”. With its 
several appellations, tracing the history of the waltz has been a complicated task.

The great Hungarian pianist Ernst von (originally Ernő) Dohnányi (1877-1960) made the 
present expanded working of the waltz, which is a transcription so free as to be in effect a 
paraphrase, in 1897, the year in which he graduated from the Budapest Academy. It follows in 
the tradition of his compatriot Liszt, but with the addition of the piquant chromaticisms that 
were to be a lifelong feature of his compositions and a testament to his mischievous 
personality: his most popular work, the Variations on a Nursery Song for piano and orchestra, 
was pointedly dedicated “to the enjoyment of lovers of humour and to the annoyance of 
others.” Like Liszt, Dohnányi was also a fine conductor and a dedicated teacher (his students 
included Georg Solti and Annie Fischer).



Edward Elgar (1857-1934) was, at nearly sixty, the leading light of English music, a knight of 
the realm and honoured with the Order of Merit when, in 1917, he was asked to write the 
music for a short ballet to be presented to raise money for a wartime charity, Concerts at the
Front. The subject of The Sanguine Fan was suggested by a fan that had been decorated in 
sanguine (reddish-brown chalk) by the remarkable English-born artist Charles Conder (1868- 
1909), who had become an important influence in Australia, had his portrait painted by
Toulouse-Lautrec, and even had a suburb of Canberra named after him. The fan sported
depictions of the Greek god Pan and the nymph Echo, as well as human figures. The ballet’s
scenario was devised by Ina Lowther, née Pelly, a dancer and choreographer whom Elgar 
remembered from earlier years as the daughter of the vicar of Malvern. A dynamic personality, 
she married twice into the aristocracy and received an OBE in the year of Elgar’s death. The 
dénouement of the ballet arrived when Echo (danced by Ina), who had earlier seduced Pan, 
flirted with a mortal, causing Pan to kill the unfortunate man and carry her off. The only part of 
the ballet to be published in 1917 was the coquettish Echo’s Dance [26] in the present version 
for piano solo.

What has become known as the “Black Swan pas de deux” (tracks 21-24) was in fact 
constructed out of material intended for the first act of Swan Lake, which Petipa and Ivanov 
relocated for their 1895 revival to fill the gap left by an as yet unpublished, and then forgotten, 
pas de deux. (Tchaikovsky had died in 1893.) This latter, the so-called “Tchaikovsky pas de
deux” [27-30], eventually resurfaced in the early 1950s in the Tchaikovsky House Museum in
Klin in incomplete form; having been reconstructed, it was choreographed by George 
Balanchine, who was born in Russia of Armenian origin. It is now sometimes returned to its 
rightful home, reinstated as the pas de deux of Siegfried and Odile. Of its four sections, the first 
is particularly beautiful and poignant.

Geoffrey Walters writes: “George Balanchine choreographed this virtuoso pas de deux in 1960 
for two principal dancers of his New York City Ballet, Conrad Ludlow and Violette Verdy. It has 
been revived many times since, for various companies.”

Fryderyk (Frédéric) Chopin (1810-1849), born to Polish and French parents and commonly 
known as “the poet of the piano”, is universally cherished as the romantic pianist-composer
par excellence. His concert waltzes number nearly twenty and date from 1827 to 1847; the
Waltz in C sharp minor [31], the second of the final set of three in Op. 64 (the first of which is



the famous “Minute” Waltz), is one of the most tender of Chopin’s works, suffused with a gentle 
melancholy, which is scarcely relieved even in the section in D flat major beginning at 1’12”. All 
the melodies are characterised by “drooping”, descending melodic patterns.

This waltz is one of the piano works by Chopin that constitute Les Sylphides, the ballet created 
by Fokine for the Ballet Russes in 1909, which starred Nijinsky and Karsavina (as did Le 
Spectre de la rose). The orchestration was carried out by the Russian composer Alexander 
Glazunov (1865-1936), but thirty years later the Englishman Roy Douglas (b.1907) re- 
orchestrated the ballet, and it is this version that has achieved currency throughout the world. 
Les Sylphides is the ancestor of Elite Syncopations, as it was probably the first ballet to lack a 
storyline: it is a rêverie or ballet blanc, in which a young man (the Poet, a character inspired
perhaps by Chopin) dances in a moonlit garden with ghostly sylphs (his muses) clad in 
diaphanous dresses. The wistful final bars of the C sharp minor waltz make a beguiling close to 
our sojourn at the ballet.

Notes © Anthony Goldstone 2010
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NOTE ON 2017 EDITION BOOKLET:

Anthony Goldstone passed away on January 2, 
2017 after many months of illness. His last solo 
recording was ‘Piano at the Ballet’ volume 2 – 
The French Connection’

Sadly he did not live long enough to see this in 
print or to complete the liner notes which were 
provided instead by a respected music 
journalist.
The disc (and digital album) was released in 
June 2017 on DDA 25148.

Also see our website (details below) for many 
recordings by the Goldstone and Clemmow duo.



Anthony Goldstone

Described by The New York Times as “a man whose nature was designed with pianos in 
mind”, Anthony Goldstone is one of Britain’s most respected pianists. A sixth-generation 
pupil of Beethoven through his great teacher Maria Curcio, Anthony Goldstone was born 
in Liverpool. He studied with Derrick Wyndham at the Royal Manchester College of 
Music (which later honoured him with a Fellowship), later with Curcio in London.

He has enjoyed a career encompassing six continents, the Last Night of the Proms (after 
which Benjamin Britten wrote to him, “Thank you most sincerely for that brilliant 
performance of my Diversions. I wish I could have been at the Royal Albert Hall to join in 
the cheers”), very many broadcasts and nearly seventy CDs (including the BBC issue of 
his London Promenade Concert performance of Beethoven’s fourth Piano Concerto). He 
has an adventurous approach to repertoire and has been praised by Vienna’s Die Presse 
for “his astonishingly profound spiritual penetration”.

In the last few years Goldstone has become known for his acclaimed completions and 
realisations of works for solo piano and piano duet by Schubert, and for two pianos and 
solo piano by Mozart, all of which he has recorded on Divine Art CDs.

He is also one half of the acclaimed and brilliant piano duo Goldstone and Clemmow with 
his wife Caroline. The duo has made many CDs for Divine Art as well as Toccata Classics 
and other labels.
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